Particularly in the last two decades, reports and
testimonies by living witnesses have received
increasing attention in the academic discourse, and
have evoked great public interest. Now the time
is approaching when witnesses will no longer be
available for the purposes of academic discourse
and communicative memory as “Leibeszeugen”
(Jean Améry).
One of the questions that thus arises is: How can
the memory of the Holocaust be preserved and
permanently ﬁxed in the cultural memory when
personal encounters with living witnesses will no
longer be possible?
Another question is: Which new concepts can and
should Shoah research develop after living witnesses
have passed away? One of the assumptions concerning the question of how the memory of the
Shoah can be preserved permanently in cultural
memory is that this process can only be achieved
by the means of interdisciplinary approaches and
certain forms of media. As far as the future of
Shoah research is concerned, there is a danger of
a strict separation between history and memory.
A possible result of this divide might be that witness
reports which were recorded but do not yet form
part of the canon of testimonies will only receive
attention after a few decades. But is it possible that
Shoah research will move in other directions and
will focus on entirely different sources?
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